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A highly engaged Lead Sales Consultant with 7 plus years of experience in the Retail 
domain with the ability to build lasting relationships with the clients based on 
knowledge and expertise.

EXPERIENCE

Lead Sales Consultant
Best Buy Mobile - 2013 – PRESENT

 Supporting the store manager in the day-to-day operation of the 
store, partnering with the store manager to train and coach the 
mobile staff to achieve business goals.

 In the absence of our manager, taken the role of the acting manager 
and exercise independent judgment in solving complex customer 
complaints and issues.

 Providing solutions that create ease and add value, ensuring 
customers end-to-end needs are met.

 Working closely with other employees to ensure no customer is ever 
left behind or underserved.

 Handling and evaluating all aspects of the sales and billing cycle 
including customer contracts, approvals and denials, warranties, 
customer payments, cash and credit card/check transactions.

 Developing and maintaining the strong communication with up-to-
date knowledge of wireless products, accessories, pricing plans and 
service features.

 Customer satisfaction of 95. 1%, exceeding sales goals and inventory 
management.

Sales Consultant 
ABC Corp - 2011 – 2013

 Interacted with customers and provided prompt and courteous 
customer service to all customers.

 Opened and closed cash registers, performing tasks such as counting 
money, separating charge slips, coupons, and vouchers, balancing 
cash drawers, and making deposits.

 Maintained knowledge of current sales and promotions, policies 
regarding payment and exchanges, and security practices.

 Effectively recommended, selected, and helped locate or obtain 
merchandise based on customer needs and desires.

 Described merchandise and explain use, operation, and care of 
merchandise to customers.

 Conferred with potential customers regarding equipment needs and 
advise customers on types of equipment to purchase.
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 Assisted the management team to achieve and exceed key 
performance objectives, including sales and customer satisfaction 
goals.

EDUCATION

 High School Diploma - 2011(Whittier Tech HS  - Haverhill, MA )Marketing 
Education Certification - 2011(Whittier Tech HS  - Haverhill, MA )

SKILLS

Marketing, Team Player, Business Management, Customer Service, Excellence, 
Leadership, Microsoft Word And Excel, Retail Sales, Knowledgeable On Several 
Program Software
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